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This book introduces ABAP Core Data Services. CDS is part of SAP's new ABAP development

paradigm.It is important for all SAP developers to learn Core data services and this book aims

to ease the process of learning CDS.The book is divided into five chapters. Each chapter

focuses on a specific function and provides examples relating to it.Chapter 1: Introduction to

Core Data ServicesChapter 2: CDS Modelling concepts and SyntaxChapter 3: Access

ControlChapter 4: CDS View extensionChapter 5: Create a List Application with CDS Views
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System Introduction Over the last four decades SAP technology has evolved at a great

speed.SAP systems now touch 77% of the world’s transactions and are the leading source of

operational data like financials, customer transactions, supply chain, human resources,

Insurance etc.SAP’s latest offering is S/4HANA, the next generation business suite. This is

based on Core Data services (CDS), OData, BOPF etc.CDS views can be described as the

next generation database views and provides a full-fledged data model. Hence, CDS forms the

nucleus(core) of the new ABAP programming model.Hence, it goes without saying that now it

is important for SAP developers to learn and master CDS.The purpose of this book is to enable

the inquisitive ABAP developers to learn the use of CDS views from the perspective of

S/4HANA and understand its overall architecture. Structure of the Book The book is

divided into five chapters. Each chapter focuses on a specific function and provides examples

relating to it.Chapter 1: Introduction to Core Data ServicesThis chapter introduces Code Data

Services (CDS) Views and explains how the code pushdown works wonder for the

performance of the applications. It also explains the best practices and the tools recommended

to be used for developing applications in the S/4 Hana world.Chapter 2: CDS Modelling

concepts and Syntax This chapter explains the CDS modelling concepts and syntax which are

useful for defining data models.Chapter 3: Access ControlThis chapter explains the

authorization concepts for accessing the data exposed by the CDS models.Chapter 4: CDS

View extensionChapter 4 provides an overview of how the SAP delivered CDS views can be

enhanced without modifications.Chapter 5: Create a List Application with CDS ViewsThis

chapter provides a step-by-step exercise on creation of CDS a list application with CDS
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modelling infrastructure. With CDS, the data models are defined and consumed on the

database rather than on the Application server. Hence, this helps in the code push down and

drastically improves the performance.This Chapter defines S/4HANA and then goes on to

explain what is ‘Code push down’. In this chapter we also see how we can create a CDS view

using HANA Studio. As CDS views can be created/changed only in HANA studio and not in

ABAP Workbench, it is a prerequisite to install HANA studio. The necessary steps to install

HANA studio is provided in the Appendix of this book. 1.1     What Is S/4HANA? 
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how the code pushdown works wonder for the performance of the applications. It also explains

the best practices and the tools recommended to be used for developing applications in the S/4

Hana world.Chapter 2: CDS Modelling concepts and Syntax This chapter explains the CDS

modelling concepts and syntax which are useful for defining data models.Chapter 3: Access

ControlThis chapter explains the authorization concepts for accessing the data exposed by the

CDS models.Chapter 4: CDS View extensionChapter 4 provides an overview of how the SAP

delivered CDS views can be enhanced without modifications.Chapter 5: Create a List

Application with CDS ViewsThis chapter provides a step-by-step exercise on creation of CDS a

list application with CDS Views.1. Introduction to Core Data Services Core Data Services

(CDS) is a new data modelling infrastructure. With CDS, the data models are defined and

consumed on the database rather than on the Application server. Hence, this helps in the code

push down and drastically improves the performance.This Chapter defines S/4HANA and then

goes on to explain what is ‘Code push down’. In this chapter we also see how we can create a

CDS view using HANA Studio. As CDS views can be created/changed only in HANA studio

and not in ABAP Workbench, it is a prerequisite to install HANA studio. The necessary steps to

install HANA studio is provided in the Appendix of this book. 1.1 What Is S/4HANA? SAP

S/4HANA stands for SAP Business Suite for SAP HANA. It is a new product with a new code

line for maximum leverage of SAP HANA. It is the next generation business suite and is built on

advanced in-memory platform, SAP HANA, and offers a personalized user experience with

SAP Fiori.S/4HANA delivers massive simplifications (data model, user experience),

innovations and offers personalized user experience with SAP Fiori.SAP S/4HANA simplifies IT

landscape and reduce cost of ownership (TCO), through:Reducing your data footprint.Working

with larger data sets in one system saving hardware costs, operational costs, and time. 1.2

ABAP Programming model in SAP S/4HANA The new ABAP programming model has been

introduced with the ABAP release 7.50 SPS01, first only supporting the development of read-

only Fiori apps, and then successively enhanced and improved with the following ABAP

releases.The new ABAP programming model is based on proven technologies such as Core

Data Services (CDS) for the data modelling and access, OData protocol for the service

exposure and the business object processing framework for the transactional processing.The

picture below gives an overview of the end-2-end stack: Figure 1: ABAP Programming model

for SAP Fiori SAPUI5: this is the latest UI technology from SAP and provides Role based

access. SAP Gateway: SAP Gateway is an open standards-based framework that developers

can use to more easily connect non-SAP applications to SAP applications.ABAP Development:

New ABAP Language and Development tools.Application Frameworks: One of the most

important Application Frameworks used in S/4HANA is the Business Object Processing

Framework (BOPF).Core data Services: ABAP CDS provides a powerful data modelling

infrastructure enabling advanced view building in the ABAP. 1.3 Code Pushdown Figure 2:

Code Push Down With the brand-new NW AS ABAP 7.4 SP5, SAP is adding new possibility for

ABAP Developers to leverage HANA capabilities.Code pushdown means delegating data

intense calculations to the database layer. It does not mean push ALL calculations to the

database, but only those that make sense. An easy example is if you want to add the balances

of a customer’s saving account. You should not select all savings account balances and add

them in your application logic code. This can be easily done by summing the account balances

in the database and just return the result.In ABAP programming, Developers were always

expected to have a layered development approach i.e. keep the business logic separate from

the data base access layer. This led to developers creating different Function Groups / Classes

for Data base access and Application Logic. It might seem slightly strange that with Code



pushdown we want to now put some Business logic in the database layer. But this is not new.

Code pushdown was already being done in many ways like using Count (*) in Open SQL or by

using Stored Procedures. 1.4 Core data services (CDS) With the availability of SAP HANA

there has been a shift in the way applications are developed. The idea is to push the code to

the database layer to get maximum performance.To take advantage of SAP HANA for

application development, SAP introduced core data services. With CDS, data models are

defined and consumed on the database rather than on the application server.CDS views are

nothing but next generation database views. It can be defined for an existing database table

and any other views or CDS views. It uses Data Definition Language (DDL).CDS is an

infrastructure layer for defining semantically rich data models, which are represented as CDS

views. CDS allows developers to define entity types (such as orders, business partners, or

products) and the semantic relationships between them, which correspond to foreign key

relationships in traditional entity relationship (ER) models.CDS is defined using a SQL-based

data definition language (DDL) that is based on standard SQL with some additional concepts,

such as associations, which define the relationships between CDS views, and annotations,

which direct the domain-specific use of CDS artifacts. CDS data models go beyond the

capabilities of the DDIC, which were typically limited to a transactional scope. For example, in

CDS, you can define views that aggregate and analyze data in a layered fashion, starting with

basic views and then adding powerful views that combine the basic views. Another difference

is the support for special operators such as UNION, which enables the combination of multiple

select statements to return only one result set. 1.4.1 CDS Views: A Step-by-Step

ApproachThe steps for developing with CDS views are as follows:Creating a CDS viewCoding

the CDS viewConsuming the CDS view from ABAP code Please note that traditional SE11

views were developed using forms which had tabs for selecting various configuration settings,

definition of fields etc.In CDS based approach the view is created using code. STEP1: Start

ABAP in Eclipse DDL source (CDS views cannot be created in SE80). To start ABAP in

Eclipse, open the Eclipse project explorer and switch to the ABAP development

perspective. You can create these repository artifacts as local objects belonging to the $TMP

package.To create a CDS view, right click on the package and select New -> ‘Other ABAP

Repository Object’. Figure 3: Create ABAP Repository Object STEP2: Create a New CDS

View In the New ABAP Repository Object pop-up, search for the DDL source editor and select

it to launch the New DDL Source wizard. Figure 4: Create new CDS ViewFirst, specify the

basic properties of the view.Enter a name of the view and its description.In this example we will

be creating a CDS view to select Business Partners and its Default Addresses.Figure 5: Create

a Data DefinitionSince we are creating the view as Local object the system does not ask for a

Transport request.Figure 6: Select Transport Request If the view were being created in an

ABAP Package, then now the system would have prompted to specify a Transport Request

number. STEP3: Select a Template for the CDS ViewThe last screen of the New DDL Source

wizard offers a selection of templates for creating a CDS view, including a display of the default

syntax provided with each. The view can be created by either using one of the templates or

without a template. The templates include placeholders for code that you fill in step by step. If

you later discover the need to change or extend the nature of your CDS view, you can always

change the source code directly in the DDL editor and freely edit all parts of it as needed. This

is particularly helpful if you want to copy portions of the source code from example code, for

instance.Figure 7: Select CDS Template For our scenario we will create the view using the

‘Define View with Association’ template.At this point let us understand the some of the

frequently used templates.Define View: This can be used to read data from one table. This is



like a select on a database table. Define View with Join: This is used to read data from more

than one table. This is like a Select with Join to other tables. The table provides a template to

join 2 tables, but this can be extended for more tables. Define View with Association: A View

with Association is a type of join which is easier to write and understand. Define View with

Parameters: CDS view can have parameters. The parameter values could be passed from the

ABAP programs using the views. Extend View: This template is used when the CDS view is

delivered by SAP and you want to extend the view with additional fields. E.g. SAP would

provide a CDS view to read Business partner data. But this view could be extended with

custom fields which you might have appended to the business partner table

(BUT000). STEP4: Complete the Coding for the View Definition The code after having

selected the Association template would look like as shown in the below figure:Figure 8: CDS

Sample CodeYou would notice that there are various placeholders which needs to be filled. Let

us examine each of the lines in the above code.The first few lines of the view starting with ‘@’

are called Annotations. After the sign @ the annotation describes a specific behavior. The first

annotation requires us to specify the SQL view name. When we had created the CDS view, we

had specified the name of the view. But this was the CDS view name.Each DDL source has 2

names. The CDS view name and the SQL view name. The SQL view name is the name which

can be used to see the view using SE11. @AbapCatalog.sqlViewName:

'sql_view_name' Replace the text ‘sql_view_name’ with ‘zv_bus_part’. A SQL view name only

allows 16 characters for the name as for a DDIC table / view. The template has 4 more

annotations. These are described below: @AbapCatalog.compiler.compareFilter: true Defines

the evaluation of in of the CDS view @AbapCatalog.preserveKey: true Specifies the definition

of the key fields in the of the CDS view. @AccessControl.authorizationCheck: #CHECKDefines

implicit when Open SQL is used to access the CDS view. #CHECK:If Open SQL is used to

access the view, is performed implicitly if a role is assigned to the view. If there is no role for the

view, a syntax check warning occurs.#NOT_REQUIRED:Like #CHECK, but there is no syntax

check warning.#NOT_ALLOWED:No is performed. This produces a syntax check warning in

the DCL source code of a role for the view.#PRIVILEGED_ONLY:Privileged association

(evaluated by ). @EndUserText.label: 'Business Partner'This is the description of the view

which was specified when entering the attributes of the view.
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